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Quantity
Q: How many licenses should I purchase?
RegEditX is licensed per-user. Each person who uses RegEditX must have his or her own license. That
license can be used on all the PC’s used by that person.
Example 1: An individual has 3 laptops and 2 desktops. She purchases one (1) license and installs it on
all the PC’s.
Example 2: A family of 4 people has 3 laptops and 2 desktops. The father is the technical person in the
family and is the only one who uses RegEditX. He buys one (1) license and installs it on all the PC’s.
Example 3: A business has 1000 PC’s, each used by a different employee. There are 7 people in the IT
department who use RegEditX to administer these 1000 computers. The company would purchase a
license for seven (7) users and installs it on the PC’s. The RegEditX application itself is installed on the
1000 company PC’s.
Example 4: The same business in #3 above also has an Engineering department, and there are 4
engineers who know enough about computers to use RegEditX. The company would then purchase a
license for eleven (11) RegEditX licenses for each IT and Engineering person who uses RegEditX. The
RegEditX application is installed on the 1000 company PC’s.

License Type
Q: Should I purchase a Pro or Enterprise license?
In addition to the number of licenses, please consider the type of license required. This is determined
by the PC that RegEditX is installed on. If that PC connects to a Windows Domain Server (i.e. the user
logs in through Active Directory), then an Enterprise license is required for that PC. If not, a Pro license
is required.

HINT: Choose the Enterprise version if and only if:
1) any of the PC’s you use connects to a Windows Domain Server and you log in through Active
Directory.
Otherwise, choose the Pro version.

In Example #4 above, imagine that 996 (of the 1000) PC’s are connected to a Windows domain. So the 7
IT people who administer these machines would need Enterprise licenses. However, imagine the 4
engineers use independent machines NOT connected to the Windows domain for development
purposes. They would need Pro licenses. So 7 Enterprise and 4 Pro licenses would optimally be
purchased.
Example 5: Another business has 2000 PC’s configured differently. About half of them connect to a
Windows Domain Server, and half do not. There are 15 people in the IT department who use RegEditX.
15 Enterprise licenses are purchased so that each IT person can use RegEditX on any of the 2000 PC’s.

NOTE: RegEditX checks whether the PC connects to a Windows Domain Server and ensures the
proper license. If the wrong license is installed (i.e. a Pro license is installed on a machine that
connects to a Windows domain), RegEditX doesn’t run.
However, an Enterprise license runs on any machine, whether it is connected to the Domain or
not.

